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By Vern Brown
The Picozzi hearings reopened Mon

day morning with the arson experts for
both sides offering their theories on how
the fire actually burned in the room.
Mr. Picozzi's defense team was
slightly different than the last time. At

torney Mark Gombiner, who filed the
original Section 1983 action, was not
present this time. Alan Silber, who was
retained for the trial itself, handled all
the legal chores. Arson Investigator
Peter Vallis from New Jersey and his
son. along with investigator Josiah
·'Tink" Thompson [rom San Francisco,
a parale�al from Silber's office, and

another professional arson investigator
completed Picozzi's defense team.
ANN ARBOR ATTORNEY Pe�r
Davis, arson investigator Marvin
Monroe, Davis' associate John Bredell,
and 3 paralegals from Davis' office
comprised the University's prosecution
team.
The hearing opened wilh some
procedural maneuvering. Davis stated

that he intended to call the Dean of Ad
missions of Yale Law School to testify
on Wednesday as to misrepresentations
Mr. Picozzi had made in the hearing.
Attorney Silber said he intended to call
third year student Sam Dimon, but an
objection was made that Dimon had

been sitting in on the heacings in
violation of the witness sequestration
order and should not be allowed to
testify. Hearing officer Robert Guenzel

door then either washed out the con
tain
or disposed of it somehow, which

�

took some 3<>-60 seconds. During this
time, the gasoline vaporized to such an

ruled that Mr. Dimon will be allowed to

extent that when Picozzi allegedly
struck his lighter, the gasoline e x 
ploded, creating a giant fireball which
caused the burns.
The fireball then rose to the ceilings,

testify.

The University called as its first wit
ness Marvin Monroe, and arson in-.
ve$tigator with the Detroit Fire Depar
tment, who also has a law· degree from
Detroit College of Law. Mr. Monroe ex
plained the forensic techniques he used
to reconstruct the fire and arrive at the

University's theory of Picozzi's guilt.
ACCORDING TO this theory, Mr.
Picozzi emplied a container with 8-12
ounces of gasoline in the corner by the

crossed the room and burst out the win·
dow, burning the curtains. T is took

�

about 10 seconds. At this pomt Mr.

Picozzi allegedly ran to the window.
climbed on to the ledge, and remained
there until he fell, about 6-7 minutes
later.
See ARSON, page four
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Publications Select New Staff
By A ndrea Lodahl

When the outgoing staffs of the
scholarly
publications
on Sub-3
emerged from their huddles on Satur

day, it was to reveal that women law
students will again head up the
publications. Sharon L. Beckman was
selected as Michigan Law Review
Editor-in-Chief, with Andrew 0. Roth
as Managing Editor, while Maureen M.

NewbQrns. Beckman

is from Park

Ridge, Illinois.
Crough received

her

A.B.

in

Economics from Princeton i n 1983. She
is writing a Note on Extension of OSHA
to Indian-run Businesses on Reser
vations. Crough plans to work at Sic!Jey
and Austin in Chicago this summer. She
bails from Rochester, New York.

Dean Menegas will take over as
Editor in Chief of the Michigan Year
book of International Studies. carolyn
Ruis is the newly selected Managing

Editor.
Menegas is yet another Pri� ce�onia�,
who calls Glenview. Il11no•s h1s

hometown. His note is on the Use o f
GATT t o Regulate Trade i n Legal Ser
Sce PUBLICATIONS, page four

Crough will lead the Journal of Law
Reform as Editor-in-Chief and John P.
Barker will serve as Monaging Editor.
The Volume 83 staff of the Law

Review spent twelve hours selecting
the editorial board, considering an un
precedented number of applicants for
each editorial board slot. "Tt was

Hartley On
U.S., South
frica,
partheid
Professor Trevor C. Hartley

is

a

Senior Lecturer of Law at the
London School of Economics
and a well-known authority on
the

Law

of

the

European

Economic Communities. During
his

semester

as

a

vtslllng

professor he is teaching a course
on Common lylarket Law, as well
as a seminar on International
Business Transactions.

Hartley

taught

at

for

five

years

the

University of Western Ontario in
Canada,

before

joining

the

faculty of the London School of
Economits where he has taught
for

the

past

fifteen

years.

Srr PliO F. JHI�t· nin('

grueling," one outgoing editor com
mented.
Beckman is a former
marathon
swimmer who was ranked first in the
United Slates and third in the world in
l983. She also swam the English Chan
nel. Beckman received her A.B. in
Government from Harvard University
in 1980, and went on to work for a small
litigation and civil rights law firm in
Boston for several years before law
school. She is revising a Note on Selec
tive Nontreatmenl of Handicapped

What's Special About This Week?

.

.
Since you asked. this week th e RG takes a look at the new attempts to curb pornography through c1ty ordmances. See pages 5-8.

Public Interest Conference Held
Once again, the National Lawyer's

By Steve Hunter

The law school Placement Office
sponsored the second public interest
law conference of the year Saturday.
The conference followed a Friday night
public interest pot-luck, and ran all day
on the 16th, in Hutchins Hall.

The conference consisted of two and -

three person panel discussions in the
are.as of civil liberties, criminal law,

environmental law, government ser
vice. labor law, and legal services.
Panel participants came from as far
away as New York City, and were in
vited

and

taken

Placement Office.

care

of

by

the

Guild had a role to play in the public in
terest conference, by polling students to
see what areas they wanted represen·
ted on the panels. Guild member Eric
Hard pointed out, however, that "these
conferences are really the domain of
the students. They can make as much
or as little happen as they like." Hard
also stressed that the Guild needn't be
the only student organization involved
in the future.
The panel discussions themselves
were usually small affairs, since the
conference had to compete with briefs
and NCAA basketball for participants.
For example, the criminal law con-

ference had
12 students and three
·
panelists. The panelists were varied
group, with Barbara Debrodt from Lhe
Washtenaw County Prosecuting Attor
ney's Office, Don Ferris. a former
public defender and current criminal
defense lawyer, and August Milton, of

the New York City Legal Aid Society.
Despite the various angles that the

panel approached criminal law from,
the threesome came up with some
recurring themes.

All agreed lhat

criminal law is the best place to get
litigation experience.
According to
Ferris, in a prosecutor's office or a
criminal

defense

office, "you'll get

See PUBLIC. pagE" four
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It's Deductible

What's your excuse for not pledging SFF?
Whatever it is, think once more before you
let their 1985 drive end without your sup
port.
Some people are reluctant (o give money
to an organization when they dmi't know
exactly who the money goes to. The irony of
that argument is that if you don't make a
tax-deductable contribution to SFF, you 'II
give it to Uncle Sam - and you 'II definitely
have less certainty about the use of those
dollars.
Other people have expressed doubts about
the non-partisan nature of the·organization.
Splitting hairs about one or two individual
cas�s where you disagreed with a grant or
grant

refusal

is

a

poor

excuse

for

withholding any contribution. The SFF staff
makes every good faith effort to allocate the
m()ney 'fairly, and to define "public in
terest" in a thoughtful way.
If you're a conservative, there's a good
reason to contribute. Ronald Reagan called
for volunteerism and private sector philan
thropy, and that's what SFF is. Not only are
we indisputably-overpaid summer firm
clerks getting a chance to fight overblown
government with vohmteerism, but the SFF
matching grant program ensures that the
firms too get to do their share.
On the other hand, if you detest Ronald
Reagan, remember that activism begins at
home. Even if you're planning to work hard
and long to see Legal Services restored as a
government priority, poor people are still
going to need lots of legal help before much
change in national
policy will be accomplished.
,

In short, no matter who you are, if you're
employed you have no good excuse for
failing to pledge SFF. Lawyers are partly
responsible for the complexity that makes
the legal system so daunting to the poor, and
poorly educated, people in this society.
Someone's got to help .them cope, and it
ought to be us. Send a classmate to the ghet
to, the barrio or the unemployment claims
qffice. Pledge SFF.

Although the absence of an ignition device is;
enough to convince me, beyond a reasonable doubt,
that Picozzi did not set the fire. another observation
buttresses this conclusion and has been a source of
suspicion for me all along.

Picozzi's story that he stood facing lhe fire attem
pting to get at the doorknob. Also, the fire notices
posted on the haJJ walls instructed students to pull
on pants and put on shoes, which Picozzi did.

bylln<d 'rtitles arc tho\< olthcit autho,.. and do not ncussanly represent the

4$109·UU. Phone: (.113) 76.!-0H.I.

allowed a stick match to ignite the fumes from the
outside while guarding the holder of the match. The
match could then have beeP withdrawn through the
vent.

Now that students have heard the Picozzi eviden
ce firsthand. I would like to add to the observations
in the Res Gest ae.

Graphics: Eric Hard, Arthur legal

Setting a fire to get into Yale Law is too bizarre.

Second, the "pour" pattern of the gasoline was
consistent with a splash pattern. The large puddle
had a long tail running to the door jamb where the
door opened.

No one has claimed that Piconi s.,id that he wouJd
light the fire to gel admitted. It il' 'J!"IY a hypothesis
about the inner workings of Pkozz1s mind But the
story betra�s a naivete about Yale's admissions

remains (as would those of a gasoline conL<IlnCrl
would have been found. The lack of match remains

procedures that can't be reconciled with Picozzi's
having already allended Yale. Moreover. Picozzi
would have to have had a very low opinion of the
faculties and admissions personn'el of both Michigan
and Yale. It is more likely that someone with an ex-

anything in the explosion. A more imaginitive
ignition device would be inconsistent with the cen
tral assumption that Picozzi knew nothing about the
high volatility of gasoline.

None of the several members of the class of 1983
who I talked to believed that Picozzi set the fire
himself. Now. those who did not know him simply

Thlrd, the search by the arson specialists
revealed no ignition device or material The detec
tive testified that had a match beC'n liSL'd. its

treme anti-Ivy prejudice and a low enough in
telligence to think that others would believe, con
cocted the story.

or a charred or melted cigarette lighter is incon
si stent with the theory that Picozzi leaned over to
set the fire, as Picozzi would certainly have dropped

have to believe the story. Why? Well my theory is
that this is just another witch hunt. Kafkaesque in

Fourth, although the arson specialist testified

that in his opinion the fire was set with the door
closed, he did not disclose a basis for this opinion.
Consistent with his opinion, however, is the obser
vation th..at the door had vents which would h�ve

character. Historically, the deformed were often
burned, and though technology is different. people
remain the same.
Charles Yuen, 3L

Clients Deserve Our Help
boldened property owner, Reed was able to remain
at his house.

To the Editor:
It's S.F.F. time again. Rather than explain the
mechanics of S.F.F. for the forty-third time, I'll get
right to the punchline; without S.F.F. money, many

Reed and Mary are both typical cleints. They're
in their mid-sixties, unemployed, illiterate, and at
the mercy of an unexplained, seemingly arbitrary

students who hope to choose cl e rkships-and

legal system. They'll never generate hundreds of
hours of lucrative billing, their names will never be
mentioned casually in the New Yorker. However.

careers-representing the underrepresented cannot
afford such jobs.
What kind of thing might an S.F.F. recipient do?
Last summer, r received an S.F.F. grant, and it

they needed legal help. and although they pay no
bills, they'll share with you what they have. From

enabled me to work for Alaska Legal Services in
rural Alaska. Most of my clients were elderly

Reed, I received a whole sheefish-anarctic
whitefish-and from Mary, I received seal meat.
An S.F.F. grant. then. is the reason that some
!Jnivcrsity of Michigan law students are able to
choose to serve the underrepresented, the un
sophisticated. the poor, the elderly. If you haven't

Es.kimos. I hE'Ipe<l one older woman, Mary Richar·
ds, extricate a lump sum disability payment from
the bureaucratic maze sometimes referred to as the
Social Security Admmistration. When Reed Henry,

another elderly client, came to the office, he was

yet made a pledge. my question: why not? Without
your S.F.F. pledge, Michigan law students will still

panicked. He had, for the past several months, been
receiving eviction notices in the mail.

He didn't

be able to choose among wealthy, well represented

think they were much to worry about, although he
couldn't be sure, because ht- couldn't read. When

the state policeman camE' to Reed's door and told
Reed that he had twent� -•l)ur hours to move out,
Reed got scared. At out office, he was shaking.
Where was he going to live? After a few hours
snooping around town, wheedling some lime out of

clients, but they won't be able to choose to represent
the unglamorous, the poor. Your S.F.F. pledge in

sures that the choice will be there. When vou walk
by room 100, make your pledge. See to it that
University of Michigan law students-your
ro

classmates-have that choice.

Hanan Kolko

the sheriff, and negotiating with the newly em-

3L

This Week In RG History

TlHRTEE 'YEARS AGO: Law School Senate elec

tion ballots included a referendum on the pass-fail
option. Allowing "Freedom of Choice" about pass
fail got 335 votes; making pass-fail mandatory won

with 381 votes; and malntaining the current grade
only status quo finished last, with 82 votes.
ELEVEN YEARS AGO:

After no-showing the

tn we next tssuc ot the Hl.i. pruressor t\ar.n
denounced the ·•current effort to drive Rehnquist
from the ·Jaw school" as "a crime against every

student. .. who will be denied access to a richer
store of ideas." Kahn criticized the demonstrators

for reportedly rejecting an offer to meet with

Rehnquist instead of "unwelcoming" him . Kahn
concluded that the personal attack on Rehnquist

previous year, Justice Rehnquist was re-invited to

ironically resembled the far right's previous at

tivities," the National Lawyer's Guild wrote a
biography Jn Re Rehnquisl which high-lighted gems

Ripley's Believe it or Not item: "Ericus Aurivillius
0643-1702) Professor o( Law at the Univ. of Up

the Law School as a Campbell Judge. To stimulate
interest in another year of "unwelcoming ac

of Rehnquist's past surh as his opposition (since

recanted) to Arizona's l94i4 integrated public accomodations Jaw.
.

tacks on Earl Warren.

NINE YEARS AGO:

The RG published this

psala, Sweden, lectured daily at the University ...
Yet in 18 years, only one student ever attended his
class."

�Letrers

S.F.F. Summers Give Hands-On Experience

To the Editor:
Last summer, because I received a Student Funat the LegaI Aid
ded Fellowship, I was able to work
·
Society of Minneapolis.
Not only did my SFF enable me to take a job that 1

really loved, but it made it much more likely that 1
will be able to lake such a job in the future. It's

tough to get a job in Legal Aid, both because of low
turnover and dwindling funds, and experience in
public interest law is a very important prerequisite
to getting such a job. Thus, not only did I derive
great pleasure and satisfaction from my job, I
greatly increased my credential value in that job
market.
As legal experience, 1 don't think my job could be
beat. I wrote several court memos, two full-length

briefs Cone in federal court> a written final
argument for a case I sat in on, and many motions,

depositions, and pleadings. By midsummer I had
my own clients, and handled the correspondence
with them pretty much on my own, with minimal
supervision. I learned a lot about litigation by sit
ting in on several full court trials, negotiation
sessions, and a couple of arguments before the 8th
Circuit Court of Appeals. My confidence increased
dramatically, since I was appreciated and needed.
The lawyers work on big cases and impact litigation

primarily in the summer, and can also increase the
number of clients helped, because the clerks
provided the necessary extra hands.
The LAM lawyers I worked with are careful,
sophisticated. and very able. They are a pleasure to

watch and learn from. They are satisfied with and
stimulated by their jobs. The other clerks were also
fun to work with and know. We exchanged information at lunchtime and socially about what we
were doing, what our lawyers were like, and dif-

ferent techniques we·d seen used effective!�.
.
.
Lastly, I know I made a concrete pos1live difference in the lives of at least ten people. M y

� the judge's

greatest triumph came when I receive

order granting custody of a beloved chtld to one of

my favorite and most deserving clients, with whole
paragraphs of my final argument incorporated
directly into it, word for word. l knew I'd helped.
Please help other people help, too, by giving to SFF.
Peggy Moore

Don�Ce�orlVkaraguaDebare
To the Editor:

The WaJJ Street Journal recently ran an article
entitled "Aiding the Contras: Why Covert War in
Nicaragua Evolved and Why the Program Hasn't
Among other things, the article
Succeeded."

detailed many ways in which the Nicaraguan rebels
are anything but the noble and independent
"freedom fighters" that President Reagan li�es to
tell us about. This is a current issue of interest to
many people, so I made a number of copies and
posted them around the Jaw school. Within 36 hours,
almost all of the first batch of copies were torn

down.
Evidently, someone found the article terribly
disturbing. I would like to ask the person or persons

responsible two questions: 1. Why don't you want
this matter openly and intelligently debated? 2. If
you support U.S. intervention in Central America,

why won't you post a well written article or essay to
that effect, instead of sneaking around and trying to
censor the views of others?

Frank J. Heintz

3L

SPECIAL ISSUE: Continued from Page Eight

Adelman Pierson

Kopel

from pal(� ('i):(ht

from page eight

feminist erotica that empowers women to explore
their own sexuality.

Can we cleanly excise por

nography from the traffic of sexual expression? We
think the answer .is yes. The problem with the or
dinance is not that there art> gray areas and uncer·
tainties. There would be no Jaw without gray areas.
In this society decisions to imprison, or even
execute, human beioes often binge on concepts such
as "probable cause," "insanitt' and "reasonable
doubt." Property and liberty are taken after "due
process" is provided. Punishment is limited by the

words "cruel" and "unusual." Regulation by law
depends on concepts unavoidably vague at the out
set, but acquiring meaning a::: thc.v evolve in the
courts. The standards in the antipo: nordinance are
clearer than those we frequently act·Ppl in the law

Cconsider, for example, the :.tandards governing
obscenity). Moreover, if these standards are unac·

ceptably vague, the solution is to narrow the or
dinance, not eliminate it.
The argument against the ordinance thus essen

tially

boils

down

to the

view

that

any

new

limitations on speech ought to be avoided. This ab·
solutist view, most commonly identified with the
ACLU, posits that First Amendment safeguards are
vital to those whose social views may be
threatening to political majorities. The immediate

gain from ordinances such as this may be more than
offset if feminists accept the notion that speech may
be limited to achieve "social values" that a
majority is willing to write into law.
There is much to be said for this position and we

have no interest in challenging it. But we again want
to emphasize that our society has frequently rejec·
ted this view in choosing to regulate speech

and-once one accepts the urgency of the antipom
ordinance's objectives-the ordinance is consistent

with this history. Sensible people can oppose this
ordinance, but they should do so with an understan·
ding of its intellectual roots and empathy for its
goals.
Actually, we feel that the real basis for opposition

to this ordinance is somewhat different. It lies in a
refusal to take pornography very seriously. A belief
that eroticism that glorifies sexual violence and
subjugation doesn't really effect the way men view

women. That pornography can be confined to seedy
shops and private bedrooms. That women need
only look the other way.

It is these myths that the cultural feminjst at
tacks. The antiporn ordinance draws our attention
to male domination in its mollt articulate form and
asks us to see it for what it is. Even if aU it does is
make us see, the ordinance is a first step toward a
new vision of men and women and true equality.

live prostitutes."
By demonizing men, Dworkin undermines the
credibility of some of her arguments. When one
considers the increasing feminization of poverty,
and realizes the conditions that elderly, single
women often live in, one has to realize that this
society does devalue the lives of women who can no

But by realizing this, and
longer reproduce.
deciding to work to change the way society treats
elderly women, one need not buy into Dworkin's

preposterous gynocide scenario, nor need one
descend into hatred of men.
Accompanying Dworkin's heterophobic and lurid
analysis of women's oppression is a stunningly sim
plistic explanation of its cause: "At the heart of the

female condition is pornography," explains
Dworkin.
The Dworkin-MacKinnon ordinance

carries with it a legislative £inding ·'that por
nography is central in creating and maintaining the
civil inequality of the sexes."

MacKinnon ascribes more power to pornography
than even the most zealous blue-nose preacher:
whenever men are sexually aroused by por
nography, they learn to connect "women's sexual
nature to inferiority." Men "learn this in their

bodies, not just their minds, so that it becomes a

physical, seemingly natural response." When real
women claim to want equality, men do not believe
them because the men think the true "real women"
are the "continually sexually available 'real

women' in pornography."
This social analysis insults both men and women..
Like the women i n some pornography, men are
practically robots, whose response to the opposite
sex and to life in gen�ral is nothing more than a

Skinnerian response to sexual stimuli.

And
hererosexual women are told that their consent to
sexoal intercourse does not really exist.

Ill. ALTERNATIVES FOR FEMINISM

The Indianapolis ordinance highlights questions
about the future of feminism that go beyond the

merits of the ordinance itself.

In my view, the

Dworkin-MacKinnon approach is a dead end for

feminism. In the first place. it involved focussing
political energy on passing on a statute that is
almost certainly unconstitutional.

There are so

many other important legal goals for feminists to

pursue-from guaranteeing lesbians equal protec
tion of the law to repealing occupational licensing
restrictions that covertly discriminate against

women.
Far more importantly, cuJtural feminism
threatens to destroy feminism as a liberation

movement. While the theory behind the statute
comes from radical feminism, the political muscle

to pass it comes from the far right. I n Indianapolis,

the bill was introduced by a leader in the anti-ERA
campaign.
The alliance of cultural feminists with Moral
Majority antifeminists is the result of important
underlying similarities between the two groups.
Like the Moral Majority, Dworkin and MacKinnon
make pornography into an issue of "womanhood
defiled." Like the Moral Majority, they give por
nography an absurdly important role in American
culture. Like the Moral Majority, Women Against

Pornography attracts some members who spend
hours looking at the sleaziest, most outrageous por
nography they can unearth, and then san
ctimoniously claiming that they derive no pleasure
from viewing such filth.
Like the Moral Majority, cultural feminism op
poses sexual liberation. As the University of
Michigan's Alice Echols points out) cultural

feminism shares with the far right a revulsion to the

sexual revolution, and an emphasis on the dangers
of sexuality, to the complete exclusion of its

pleasures.
And worst of all, like the Moral
Majority, cultural feminism imposes a rigid and
prescriptive visior of sexuality on the rest of

society. No one angers cultural feminists more than
butch/femme or sadomasochist lesbians who
violate cultural feminism's standards for
politically correct lesbian sex.

The Dworkin rage against "Amerika" and "the

boys" and heterosexuality does not represent the

only vision of feminism.
Nineteenth century
feminists like Victoria Woodhull and Elizabeth
Cady Stanton fought to liberate sex and to let every
woman determine her own sexual expression.
Speaking for women who see no conflict between

heterosexuality and equality, who want to work
together with men to further women's liberation,

are groups like the Feminist Anti-Censorship Task

force.

At the Scholar and Feminist IX Conference
at Barnard College in 1982. many leading feminists
denounced Dworkin's and cultural feminism's
puritanical approach

to

sexuality.

Nor

does

Dworkin even speak for lesbian feminism; during

the Indianapolis debate, Kathy Sarris. president of
Justice, Inc., an Indiana lesbian and gay rights
organization, fought the ordinance.

One of In
dianapolis' leading feminist attorneys was angered

that New York City's �ndrea Dworkin claimed to
represent Indiana feminism: "As a woman who has
supportive of equal rights for
been publicly

women, I frankly find it offensive when an attempt
to regulate expression is cloaked in the rhetoric of
feminism."

Arson Experts Give Testimony
from page one

Picozzi's expert then testified as
to thei1· theory. Basically refuting the
whole fireball theory.
Vallis
claimed that the burn patterns the
gasoline splashes and all the rest f the
evidence pointed to a fire caused by
someone opening the door, tossing in
gasoline and a match, then closing the
door and escaping. Vallis also pointed
out several areas in the photgraphs of
the room which would have been bur
ned if a fireball had occurred.

�

TESTil\IOII'Y WILL continue on
Tuesday. with closing arguments by
both sides on Thursdayt. At the con
clusion of the hearing, the hearing of·

ficer will order both sides to make writ·
ten briefs on certain points, then review
the entire transcript and issue a.written
decision. Speculation m the courtroom
is that the final decision will come

sometime in late April.
Attorney Alan Silber concluded that
"The only evidence against Picozzi is

Publications Get Staff

from page one

vices, and he plans to work at the D.C.
firm of Surrey and Morse this summer.
Other members of the Yearbook

board are: David Abramowitz as Ar
licles Editor: Peg Burns as Executive
N ole Editor; Chris Caywood as Note
Editor, Maggie Chon as Business
Manager; Mike Grace as Articles
Editor: Gerry Greengard as Executive
Editor; Cecelia Norman as Appendix
Editor; Laura Romeo as Note Editor;
and Anna Socrates as Cite Checking
Editor.

Other appointments to the Law
Review Editorial Board included John
R. McLain as Book Review Editor;
Matthew W. Frank, Abner S. Greene,
MaryS. lt i.n and Andrew W. Stumpff as
Article Editors; James D. Dasso and

Devin S. Schindler

as

Executive

Editors; Lee W. Brooks, Nancy T.
Gardner, Clifford Godiner, Lawrence
1'. Gresser, Dmitri L. lglitzen, Judith S.

Lieb and Rebecca Raftery as Executive
Note EdHors; and Robm L. Shaffert

and Ron Y. Yanagi as Research and
Development/Note Editors.
The Journal Board consists of Karen
Y. Kauper as Executive Note Editor;
Robert B. Gordon and Gregory W.

Stevens as Articles Editors; H. Lynda
Kugel as Executive Editor; Lisa J.
Glick as Research and Development
Editor; Sandra A. Hoffman as Em
pirical Research Editor; Gregory M.

Gochanour, Bradley D. Jackson, Jon B.
Jacobs, Earl Lui and Mark K. Osbeck
as Note Editors; a n d George P.
Schober as Executive Note Editor.

the speculation of the experts. Now is
the time of testing of a theory and that

theory is all they have to prove by clear
and convincing evidence."
"Today was the first time we've
heard this fireball theory," Silber con
tinued. ''In order for U of M to win, you
,
must believe the fireball theory ..
Silber offered some trial wisdoiT' to
U-M Law students, in response to
discussion as to the appropriatcnes� of

his hairstyle for a trial lawyer. "I find

that particularly in longer trials, t.he
hair doe"n't makP a difference at all. I
wore m� hair ll•twlllonger when I was a
Prosecul•nl! 1\unr r.c•y in Essex County.
New Jersl'' Ju , ::- reallv lislen to the
evidence seriously and til\ attorney's
appearance isn't quite so rn portant.

...

The most iiT'portant thing for a I rial at·
torney is to be believable and that
means you have to be yourst'lf. We are
all a little bit unique."

Conference Small
from page one
more trial work in the first three years
than most lawyers get in a lifetime."
The panel also agreed that though
criminal law doesn't pay as well as
working for a corporate firm, it does
have advantages.
Milton explained
that people who go to work in the Wall
Street offices "work day and night,
holidays and Saturdays." As for the
pay" in criminal work, Milton described
it as adequate. "You may not go out

and buy a Rolls-Royce, but you won't
starve to death either."
Another advantage the panel agreed
criminal law could offer is a more laid
back office setting, but added that the
practice itself is an intense experience.
"I don't think many fiPnoiP can stand

the pressure and Lhc burn-out because
Of the nUIIIIJt:l Vl �u:.o::::. lloul yOU han·

tria I level takes someone who can

"stand the helter skelter of the criminal
court" anct •h:�t "you tf'a
. lly have to
have a gut vtsccraJ leeling to do
(criminall:.tw J tytJt·t�l "1•1·k.''

The panel touk qu�stions after they
had discussed their area, and although
Hard felt that "the most troubling part

of the whole event is that attendance
was so modest," he also thought that
enabled people "to ask hard questions

of the panelist.''
Overall, Hard summarized the con
ference as going "really well," adding
that "the placement office deserves
highest praise."
After the panel
discussions the conference adjourned to
more personal interaction at a recep
tion at Dominick's. And though the con
ference may have lacked for par
ticipants, according to Hard, "the pizza
was delicious."

dle," explained Ferris. MilLon also felt
that working in legal services at the

�wectarine,, Isn ,, So Peachy After All

By Kim Cahill
And you may ask yourself, as did one
overwhelmed reveler, "What were we

doing in that weird fascistic disco place?",
but for the most part, the Law School
Social Committee's party at the Nec
tarine Ballroom last Friday night
Law
seemed to be well-received.
students crowded the main floor of the
Ballroom, munching on various snacks,
and watching the first-round of the
NCAA basketball tournament or dan
cing.

Social Committee co-chai.rpersons
Chris Binnig, Andrea Dulberg, and
Priscilla M a y expressed similar
thoughts about moving the party from
the Lawyers' Club Lounge to Nec
tarine-it was cheaper and less trouble

have trouble getting in unless they left
thei.r sneakers at home.
Some students were also disgruntled
by the fact that there seemed to be

some confusion about the discount that
law students were supposed to be get
ting on drinks and cover until 9 p.m.
Some people who arrived after 8 p.m .
were asked to pay cover, and prices at
the bar on the main floor were raised at
8 p.m. when the Nectarine Ballroom's
regular happy hour ends. Prices at the
second floor bar were discounted until9
p.m.
Social Committee co-chair Chris Bin·
nig commented, "l wish they'd closed

off an area for us. It was my under·
standing that they were going to let us
use the entire second floor, and have
food and a bar up here just for the law

school party."

Co-chairs Dulberg and May agreed,
adding that they felt the fact that

Michigan's first-round ·appearance m
the NCAA basketball tournament coin·
cided wilh the party was also a

problem.
The Nectarine Ballroom
must be one of the only bars in Ann Ar
bor that isn't hooked up to the city's
cable system, which made thei.r recep

tion of Friday night's game. telecast on

Detroit's Channel62, extremely poor.

Sports fans clustered around the
smaller sets on the main floor, which

was also where the buffet was set up.
The larger screen over the dance floor,

which can be seen from all levels, was
nigh to impossible to watch. That made
for a double crunch, for where there
was basketball and food, there were

bound to be a lot of law students.
Plenty of party-goers took advantage
of the Ballroom's best asset-its dance
floor and sound system. Although the

general consensus was that rap music
isn't danceable, and that the DJ's initial
selections sounded more like a two

year-<>ld running amuck with a bass
and drum rn�chine, there were plenty
of dan• ct:. 01• he floor as the evening
wore on.
The Ballroom is also

the

proud

for the Gommittee members, and it of
fered an opportunity to get out of the
Law Quad. May added that the Nec

possessor of enough lights and special

School to hold a party there. "1 guess
they're trying to build an over-21
clien·

the screen over the dance floor. This is
the only place other than the Lawrence

tarine Ballroom had solicited the Law

tele,'' she said.

Party-goers alternated· between ap·
predation for the Ballroom's ample
physical resources and disbelief at
some of the more elitist practices of the

staff. About 10 law students were ejec

ted from their prime seats next to the
dance floor at 8 p.m. to make room for a
"VIP

section"

that

then remained

unoccupied for the next two hours or so.

Others were nearly denied admittance
because of their attire. Running shoes

seemed to be the main offender here.

From the absolute horror of the boun

cer at the door upon seeing athletic
shoes of any make or type, I'd say that
Antoine Joubert or Roy Tarpley would

effects for E.T. to make his next lan
ding on the dance floor, perhaps during
a break in the music videos that play on

Welk show that I've ever seen a bubble
machine. Its production was nowhere
near as prodigious as the one that Welk

used. and the bubbles seemed to go
largely unnoticed by the dancers but
there
they
were,
floating
down
from the ceiling.

So, w h e n the aristocracy meets
Studio 54 the clashes are inevitable, but
they don't seem to be insurmountable.
'111e Law School Social Committee is

planning to have another party at the
Nectarine Ballroom sometime in May.

That party is to celebrate graduation
and the end of the school year. }Vho

knows, by then we might all be in the

mood for bubbles.
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This week the RG examines a controversial new legislative
initiative

against

pornography

by

authored

feminists

Catharine MacKinnon and Andrea Dworkin, and supported

in American Booksellers Association v. Hudnut.

Further

appeal is expected.
Student editorials by Rachel and Kit Adelman Pierson and

MacKinnon

Dave Kopel examine the ordinance and its foundations. In

anc! Dworkin first proposed such an ordinance in Min

side, the statute is reprinted in part and Professors Lee

neapolis, where it was vetoed by the mayor on constitutional

Bollinger and Fred Schauer discuss the ordinance in light of

Indianapolis subsequently enacted the ordinance

First Amendment theory. MacKinnon is slated to visit U of

by a coalition of conservatives and feminists.

grounds.

and Federal District Judge Sarah Evans Barker invalidated it

M later this term.

Pornography 's Damage is Pervasive & Severe
By Rachel Adelman Pierson
and Kit Adelman Pierson

The debate over the Minneapolis/Indianapolis an-

tiporn ordinance is about social choice, values and
conflicting interests. The difficulty of these issues

�

should not be avoided by easy citation to t e First
.
.
_
.
111 a difAmendment. The antiporn ordmance bves

ferent world than the world of equality and freedom
in which traditional First Ame�dment a�alysis
.
.
.
: Behmd the ordma�ce IS the real�zallon
proc
that m the real wo�ld equ�hty cannot exist for
.
'·omen unless there !s a rad1cal change �n our a.t�
The ordmance IS
t1tudes about sex d1fference.
grounded in the perception that women are
systematically subordinated to men. Women do not
speak "freely" in this society of inequality.

e_eds

Our. project here is to explain this world view to
.
:
etuatmg
examm� the rol� pornogra�hy plays m peq
�
sexual mequahty and, finally, to consider the
wi�dom of the antiporn ordinance as a method to
brmg about change.

I . A DIFFERENT WORLD VIEW

The antiporn ordinance is best supported by a
feminist theory which we will call cultural
feminism (this is our own choice of label and not
necess.arily the correct label in feminist theory) .
The first tenet of cultural feminism is that the con·
cepts of "man" and "woman" in our society are
social creations. This means that we do not know
the truth of sexual difference, for example whether
men are more aggressive and sexual and less nur-

turing than women, because the truth is obscured
by extensive culturalization. We Jcnow that there
are physical differences between the sexes; what
we cannot evaluate is how those differences Iran-

slate into behavior, personality and potential. A
neutral example of this principle would be that different people have different noses; a fact which we

independence for women, legal and social, that

So.
have kept women dependent on men.
heterosexual love has been for many women a

give almost no significance. Similarly, cultural
feminism argues that the physical differences between men and women are neutrals which we have
given meaning. Everything we now think about

necessary exchange of sex. and reproduction for
economic security and protection from other men.
Using this and other arguments. cultural feminists
have been understood to say that all heterosexual
sex is rape. No one wants to believe this. but

what it means to be- male or female is a social
creation .

perhaps we can agree that in a society of pervasive
inequality, dominated by men, where girls are
socialized to accept their roles from birth, what ap-

The cultural feminists then turn to the content of
our "creation" : our social construct of women, and
also of men. In describing what they perceive as the
underlying concepts of "male" and "female" in this

pears to be consensual sexuality often is not.
Cultural feminism points also to the frequency of
sexual harassment of women and of rape (talk to

culture, feminists are engaged in an anthropological inquiry and the report of that inquiry
is ominous.

your women classmates about their personal experiences with unwanted advances flashers
r l feminis
harassment or assault) . Finally, cultu
points to pornography as the glorification of male
domination. Pornography is male domination given
the spiritual ecstasy of the erotic.

�

The investigation tells us that women are
demeaned and devalued in our society through
p�ocesses li e those by which, throughout history,
d1screte rac1al, religious and cultural groups have

�

been singled out and vicitmized. The treatment of

But, though the cultural feminists are angry

women is different in its particulars, but women are

about the realities of women's lives, cultural
it
feminism has its optimistic aspect as well:

dehumanized as Blacks and Jews have been by
their tormentors. Because oppression of women is
so much an accepted part of our culture, we no
longer see it or we say that it is attributable to

focuses on social constructs which almost by
definition are mutable. For all its distrust of our
culture, and the enormity of the problems it identifies, cultural feminism admits the possibility of

natural causes <notably this explanation parallels
those that racial oppressors have historicaly asserted to justify their op{)ression \
In

reporting

on

the status

change.

feminism focuses on the imbalances of power that

cultural feminism points to obstacles to economic

II. PORNOGRAPHY

Different people will draw different conclusions
about the hazards of being female in our society.
But one does not have to think that the picture pain

of women. cultural

result from our collective concepts of male and
female. It points to laws such as those that refuse to
recognize the possibility of rape in marriage (consider the view of women such laws require! ) . Or,

m'

·

ted by cultural feminists is accurate in every detail
to see the harm that is caused by pornography.
See FIRST, page eight

Unconstitutional , Heterophobi� , Dangerous
By Dave KorJel

That the lndianapolis ordinance is wildly uncon
stitutional is only the first thing wrong with it. Th<'
wore serious problen is lhe theory behind the
:'\or onl� ts the theory and its authors
statute.

heterophoiHc :rod :rnli -n,ale. the theory contradicts
fen,inisn · ... lu.•d;111 �ntal liberating iwpulse. Before

looking a1 tnt:' 11\t:ur )- behind the ordinance. let's see
what's unconstitutional about the ordinance its�lf.

I. THE ORDINANCE

The ·rirst amendment sets up an ex
tremely strict test for when harmful speech can be
suppressed: the speech must pose a "clear and
present danger" and must be "directed to inciting

or producing imminent lawless action." The only
way a pornography ban could ever hope to pass the
clear and present danger test would be to prove a
strong and direct link between· pornography and
rape or other violence against women. The mud
dled sociological studies with pro and con findings

on the correlation of pornography to rape and
violence against women do not come within a coun
try mile of passing the clear and present danger
test.
The University of Wisconsin's Professor Edward
Donnerstein has done studies linking repeated ex
posure to violent pornography to desensitized at

titudes about real violence against women. Yet
Donnerstein makes it clear that neither he, nor any
other researcher, has found a connection between
pornography and actual violence against women.
He opposes all censo�ship.

According to a Minnesota study of adolescent
rapists, most had no or little exposure to por

nography. But over 90% of them had been sexually
The way to stop abuse of
abused as children.

women is not to ban books. but to stop abuse of
children.

,
When the Supreme f'ourt sE>t up the "clear and

present danger" test, it was not unaware of the·

problems of speakers who stirred group· hatred ;

Brandenbur� v. Ohio, the cornerstone of clear and
present danger analysis, involved a Ku Klux Klan

orator. The connection between Klan hate-speech
and civil rights violations seems far clearer than
does a connection between pornography and rights
violations.
Supporters of the ordinance also cite New York

v.

Ferber, where the Supreme Court held that visual

child pornography, even if not legally obscene,
could be suppress�d because of the danger to

children. But reliance on Ferber is not convicning.
The focus of the Court's reasoning in Ferber involved

the damage done to the child models in child por
nography. Thus, only visual depictions of actual
models were involved ; the Court said nothing about

The strongest legal foundation for the ordinance

is Beauhamais v. Illinois, ( 1952) which upheld Illinois'
law prohibiting racial or religious group
defamation. Although Beauhamais has never been
expressly over-ruled, Professor John Nowak 's

treatise on constitutional law finds it "impossible to
reach its results under the modern cases" such as

Skokit> and Sullivan.

THE NEW CENSORSHIP

Both advocates and critics of the ordinance
agree that it covers ma,terial which does not

fall under the current definition of legal obscenity.
For example, the Indianapolis statute does not

ask if the work in the question has redeeming
"serious literary, artistic, political, or scientific
value." This is not the result of sloppy draftsman

ship. As one proponent of the bill explained, the
more serious and legitimate a work denigrating
women is, the more dangerous it is.

When one considers how much literature and art

suppressing written, fictional child. pornography.

uses graphic sex to portray women as inferior, as

on written depictions.
In addition, the FerbPr Court made it clear that its
decision was based on the unique status of children,

realizes how far the ordinance really goes. Pain
tings like "Rape of the Sabine Women" ; movies like

The Indianapolis ordinance though, includes a ban

for whom special rules apply in numerous contexts.
In American Bookseller's AssociaTion ,.. Hudnm, Indiana
Federal District court judge Sarah Evans Barker
squarely rejected the extension of Ferber's protec

''<A >dult
tion of children to women, because:
women as a group do not, as a matter of public
policy_or applicable law, stand in need of the same
lype of protection which has been afforded children.

This is true even of women who are subject to the
sort of inhuman treatment defendants have
described. . . "

enjoying rape, or as ojects of domination, one

"Dressed to Kill," "10," "Swept Away," "Last

Tango in Paris," and "Body Heat"; as well as books

like Sidney Sheldon's The Other Side of Midnight.
the more explicit Harlequin romances, Voltaire's

Candide, and John Updike's The Witches of East
wick would all be prohibited under the ordinance.
Anti-pornography feminists are after more than just

harck:ore trash, That's why Women Against Pornography

,:i('e SEXL'AL. paJ.!t.> ei�ht

· l lre·--·Ill(lianaJ2lJir s
.

Professors Lee Bollmger and
Fred Schauer graciously agreed
the Indianapolis statute
i
to dscuss
with the R G 's Andrea Lodahl
last Friday.· ·

RG: Do you think the statute is con
stitutional?

BOLLINGER: I think that l would
probably not find it constitutional.
SCHAUER:
It seems reasonably
clear to me that if we define "con
stitutional'' i n its narrowest sense,
•·what do current Supreme Court
cases stand for by any plausible
reading," then it is not con

stitutional. I guess lo me it's almost
so clear that that's the case thal the
most interesting issue might be, "ls
it likely that the Supreme Court

it requires an enormous bending of
existing precedents, probably even
beyond the breaking point, to
suggest that a lower court judge now

bound by Supreme Court precedents

should find it permissible.
I think that's ac
BOLLINGER:
tually right. I think to me, the in
teresting part of it is that it raises a
profoundly important point about
this sort of literature. that I
probably agree with. I think the im
pact of this literature is very much
along the Jines that are suggested in
that are
and
the ordinance
suggested by people who write about

So, on the level o( the social ·
of

this

literature,

I'm

category or exception just like those.
And the juducial opinion which you

that

ce that is so plainly uncon
stitutional? " It seems to me those
are the interesting issues-because

it.

or exceptions under law, shouldn't be
there and of course there are people
who do say that. My own view is that
those are reasonable exceptions under the First Amendment. Then the
burden becomes one of explaining
why this should not be a new

gave us (-American Bookseller's
Ass'n. v. Hudnut> simply does not
come to terms with that issue.
SCHAUER: I guess one of the reasons

would change, should ll change, why
would someone propose an ordinan

role

ventional exceptions to the f1rst
amendment. And the very difficult
issue then is to say, "What are the
justifications for those categories
and exceptions, and why not include
soll:.!.e other ones, like this?" You
may say of course that those
categories, the original exceptions

in

agreement. The question is then,
what is the function of free speech as
a principle, towards speech that is

it

perhaps

dQesn't

have

anything to say about it is that if you
look beneath the surface of the ordinance it is possible that it is at the
same time largely correct in its empirical and sociological presuppositions and to some other extent
totally inconsistent with the core of
the First Amendment. What I mean
by that is the various exceptions that
we talked about are based in some
way or another on the fact that a cerlain kind of speech doesn't deaJ with
ideas, or in the sense that it deals

with facts instead of ideas - it's
in the defamation case
false fac
it's more sex thanideas in the case o
obscenity - here at least onepart of
the problem is the fact that what is

�

f

being objected to is that certain
ideas that are fundamentally wrong
are being propagated in society, and
that the propagation of those wrong
ideas has a harmful effect on society
m general. The analogy with Fer-

beris partly a strategic thing.
RG: To try to get into the police

harmful.
SCHAUER: I think that probably
explains why the ordinance or why
this approach was taken rather than

protection area?
SCHAUER: Precisely. It is strategic

in trying to gat out of the speech area
and mto ilie 'eguffiUng conduct

something that's premised on
Existing law is
existing law.
strikingly under-inclusive about
these kinds of problems.
People
may argue about what the whole
range of Supreme Court obscenity

decisions do or do not permit the
state to regulate, but nobody would
disagree with the proposition that

nnwere a

what can be regulated as obscenity
under existing law this is far. far less

problems that have inspired the
people who proposed this ordinance.
I'm inclined to agree with Lee that
the deep social, psychological,
philosophical and political problem
that's evhlenccd by this, apart from
the first amendment, demonstrates
a by and large accurate perception

people's views, or else we're spen
ding most of our lives doing
something that we take to be ineffec
tual

The interesting
BOLLIJ\"GE R :
question then becomes tl}js, I think(
If we're prepared to permit the

regulation of obscene material,

which as Fred bas said is a different

category of speech. why couldn't,
why wouldn't we want to attach this
kind of speech to that other category

of obscenity? We do have libel, ob
scenity, and fighting words as con-

It seems to me

that some or the things you said tend
towards a group libel rationale.
BOLLINGER: Well, I think that's

right. As I view the things behind the
ordinance, I think it's exactly like a

group
libel
statute.
The
judge in this case did what you
would expect any judge to do when
faced with a question like this, and
say ''Where do we draw the line?
Because what I sense here is a group
libel, group defamation sort of
statute." Then I immediately think
of all of the regional groups in the
society, I think of all of these
possible groups... and I think if
we're �oing to be in the business of
protectmg groups from statme?ts
that lead people to have negative

views, then we're into a serious un:
dercutting of the idea of free speech.
I th nk tha_t's pro ably overdoing it.
_
.
l thmk 1t 1s poss1ble that at times,

?

�

�ou have groups that ar� park you
llcularly vulnerabl�, �nd thm

�

�

coul re�sonably distingUish speech
that IS hkely to harm tho�e groups.
.
There m1ght have been a time when,
say, blacks would have suffered
�normou�ly ro� speech. fV!.Y guess
IS that th1s d1dn t develop, m terms
of group libel protection for blacks,

�

precise!y because the issue.came up
at a lime when the soCJe�y was
.
_
genu10ely at work m trymg to
eliminate racial prejudice and that
the regulation of speech wasn't so
.
necessary to the accomphshment of
.
t at. So we can preserve the pnnc1ple of free speech, and at the sa�e
time work to remedy the eth�1c
d sc � i � ina tion
rac1al
and
_
d1scnmmat10n.
.
SCHAUER: That, 1t seems to me,
might raise the question most

�

�

starkly.

First

of

all,

is

it

:�;��j) ;

necessarily the case that we would
want to continue our current ap-

proach to group libel? It is not abundanUy clea� that a society starting
ro s y
·
·

ladY�inched.

than what's included in this ordinan
ce. And, more significantly, far, far
less than what creates lhe kinds of

of the world. Those of us that are in
the business of writing or speaking
would have a hard time denying that
writing or speaking can affect other

couslltullonal now.

tf"fh's l�6� �js o.
oo· � o run
...
you do
aueo

area. Ferber is also much, much
·

narrower than this ordinance goes.

Even if you extended the protection

of children in Ferber to the protec

tion of women, it would only go as
far as actual photographic or

realistic artistic portrayal of par

ticular women, and it would not deal

that group libel in a number of for
ms, arguably including this one, is

outside of the range of free speech
protection. H would. however, for us
to say it, involve roBing back a large

number of precedents that we take
to be central to the First Amen
dment including Brandenburg v.

in any way with encouraging ac
tivities or any of a large range of

and a number of other
Ohio,
precedents that in some sense

on a philosophical plane, is a side

to write an opinion aboul it. One of

other things that this ordinance
covers. That to me in a way. though,
i sue.
s

RG: I was wondering iC thi s poses as

opportunity to rethink some doc

trinal questions even ir this isn't

a1most made Skokie an easy case the Supreme Court didn't feel it had

the difficulties l suppose is that we
have such a profound mistrust of

government, a distrust that seems to
me to be a little bit odd, implicit in

�rarure

our First Amendment doctrine is
such a profound mistrust of gover-

nment including the courts that we

aren't willing to have courts draw a
line between the kinds of views that
are profoundly and offensively
wrong on racial religious or gender
grounds. on the one hand, and the
distinction betwt>en Republicans and

Democrats on the other. Lee suggested
why a soc1ety might in 1985 want to
treat the two problems as different.
Racial group libel and gender partrayal in this form. One of them is
that in almost all segments of
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American society in 1985 it's unac
ceptable politically and socially to
say, "A black's place is at the
shoeshine stand," in a way that it is
not io 1985 America quite as unac

ceptable to say, "A woman's place is
only in the kitchen," "A woman's
place is only in the bedroom." That
is, I think the percept' ' behind this
is that there's a large percentage of

the American population who is
predisposed to be sympathetic to the
underlying message of female sub
jugation in a way that it could be
argued that there is a smaller sec
tion of society that will say they are
predisposed to as clearly offensive
racial views. And, if that's the case,

then il can be seen that although
there may be as much work to be
done
regarding
racial
discrimination in America. it might
be a different kind of work.

RG:

I'm not persuaded by that.

Geraldine Ferraro ran on the
national ticket, we still ha\'e yet to

see a black do that. One or the dif
re�ences 1 see is that although both
racism and sexism have been just
beneath the surface, there's nothing
comparable to pornography.

There

isn't a market for magazines depic

ting a black in chains that people
would buy. To me thai's one or the
reasons pornography is a unique

case-it's a specialized instrument
for perpett�nting or legitimating
those kinds or attitudes.

BOLLINGER: Well, I think it's a
complicated problem. There cer
tainly are not those kinds of
magazines but, on the other hand,
there's probably still a lot of racist

rhetoric going on. and it just takes
different forms. And there may not
be magazines that cater to thal kind

of racism, although even on that I'm

not sure, on the other hand it may
also be that women have a much

stronger position politcally in this
society than do blacks at this point in

lime. So that, there are means of ob
taining redress, i n some form,
without limiting free speech. That
makes it less needful to regulate free

speech on femiile subjugation than

on blacks and racism. So it's a com
plicated issue - one of the thi�gs
that makes obscenity an _mterestmg

tn e= r tr st Arnen anie ii L

ana

exception is that it's a gender
neutral area - it's a non-group. The
analogy that I'm thinking of that
I've used in some writing is the
example of Germany. In Germany
today there are still laws prohibiting
Nazi
speech
and
against
publications of Mein Kampf and as
far as I can teU, the r·eason for that is
that toleration of Nazi speech in
Germany since World War II has
been unacceptable because of the
messages that toleration would give,
and because of the attractions of the
German people forty years ago.
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Well, it may well be that obscenity
has the same sort of problem for this
society
as
well
as
racial
discrimination and the question is
"What does toleration suggest?"
What it suggests is dependent in part
upon what's going on in the rest of
the society in terms of trying to
reform itself and its prejudices. But
as I say, that's why I think it's
critical in examining these things to
look at what kinds of reform efforts
are going on at the same time.
SCHAUER: And I guess one of the
inspirations behind this and one that
I'm sympathetic with on a pre-First

Amendment level in that perhaps
the most significant reform effort
might well be in terms of sending out
a message of what government will
approve of and what government

or the speech we protect is har

mless. If we start with that assum
ption as many people c.rrone�usly
do then they can percetve th1s as
sa ing "Well, if this speech is har
mful then it comes outside the prin
ciples of the First Amendmenl." A

y

plausible view of the First Amen
dmentcannot take that view. Speech
is clearly not that ineffectual. The
First Amendment instead protects a
wide range of speech despite the fact
that it is harmful. Pointing out

U1erefore that a particular form of
speech is harmful is not dispositive
in any First Amendment question
but because that view is widely held
I think it is important for many
people to feel that they have to say,
"This stuff is harmful."
BOLLINGER: This is a very good
example of the First Amendment
suffering from not having a coherent
view or theory developed over a

period of time. We think of the First
Amendment as being highly refined
and fairly obvious. and, iJn a sense it
can b e - for certain types of speech

it can be. But for the way free speech
is developed and the role it's come to
play it's notal all - the theory is not
really there yet. It's because of that
that people have leapt to the "har
mless" or "less harmfuli" rationale.
SCHAUER: I mean, even from my
more "look at the government" per

spective, one of the more serious
concerns is that we don'l make laws
and bring laws as discussions among
free people. We lend to make laws
and write them down as laws in ter
ms of expositions surrounding some
relatively short canonical phrases,

whether they be terms like "Ob
scenity",
''pornography",
"danger", "harm", or something
like
"sexual
subjugation"
or
whatever. It's often the case that
the kinds of distinctions that we can

imagine when we're sitting around
talking to one another might, when
in the format that law im

seems to me that that's a way of

characterizing the linedrawing
problem that at least gets us to focus
on what's wrong with drawing lines
here, even though we draw lines all
the time.
RG: What about the free speech ab
solutist who has a terror of censor

ship, who acknowledges harms but

still claims there's an overriding
J)rinciple? One thing that occ urred

to me is that besides the p oli tica l

social distinction that's always hard
to draw, doesn't it matter who is the
person claiming to be damaged by

the speech?

In something like a

sedition act, we can see why we're so

suspicious or the government trying

to enforce it because it' s protecting
its O\\ n entrenched posi ti on. Is there
some basis for having less mistrust
a law that doesn't go to government
defending ilsel£. or is that not help'
ful?

BOLLINGER :
has been very
way in which
nment and th.e

Well. I think Fred
concerned about the
we relate to gover
way the government

behaves in the speech area. I have
been much more concerned with
what happens when we move to a
society in which the government is
not so much mistrusted any more,
and democracy functions more or

less effectively. Then if you lose the
need to be very protective of certain

liberties and certain freedomS
against the government, are there
any other justifications for having a

sort of exraordinary principle like
free speech. My p<>sition is that

"yes, there s
i ," but it really has lo do
with characteristics that people all
share and those characteristics in
volve

things

like

feeling

very

threatened when lhe things that you

believe are right or wrong are

challenged, by other people's
beliefs. and behavior based on those
beliefs.
l would say, as a more
direct answer, that yes,· I think that
there is a

that some

groups say. "We want to challenge

even that sacred thing."
SC'HAUER: r think that part of the

problem in a way and why it's im

portant to have to do this is that I

think there's been a relatively per
vasive mispreception of what free
speech is all about That is, it's a

presumably common perception of

free speech that neither Lee nor I

share - that we protect speech
because it's by and large harmless,

results

that

many

feminists would not like, like the or

dinance making "Ou1· bodies, Our

selves" a subject for a lawsuit.

The force of that
SCHAUER:
kind of argument or of a scare tactic
argument of the slippery slope

variety depends substantially on the
likelihood that that eventuality will
occur and it might also depend on a
society's balance, that it is willing to
run that risk in excllange for some

currently imaginable benefits. If we
treat every remote possibility as

realistic and dispositi... e, we would
never do anything. So that, "Well, it
could be used to do this" kind of

argument is too often used as the end
of an argument when really it should
be the beginning of it. How likely is it

to happen, given the current
political environment? If it does
happen can we guard against it? If it

does happen and we can't guard
against it, might we still be willing to
run the risk in exchange for a num
ber of quite large current benefits? I
think it ought to be talked about in
that way rather than somebody in
rather peremptory fashion being

able to say "Well, if THAT could
happen. .." as if that were sort of a

knock-down argument.
RG: I imagine the proponents have

already been through that process

and decided it is worth the risk in or
der to get those benefits. I mean,
they know the agendas or the people
who

ba ve

been

with

supporting

them

-

the

anti-ERA

I

that they

think

we

can

have seen

it.

SCHAUER: And, according to Lee's
position, there may be advantages in
being simultaneously forced to con

front something, especially under

circumstances in which the message

of disapproval is conjoined with the

confrontation. The ideal world might
be a circumstance under which
everybody looked at this kind of

that reading so-called "adult
magazines" lhal portray women

suggestive

predictable

wrong, terrible. What do we gain by
that? That's really an important
question on the side of the free
speech case.

the kinds of materials that are at
issue here, a time when people feel

bolically

Some commentators ·have

suggested that there could be un

Another question
is
what
do
we gain by listening to, or having to
hear, speech that we also believe is

the extent to which at some future
time, this is part of a movement by
which people feel guilty about using

importanlly and sym

not going to do anything.

· RG:

assume

enacted, ever upheld as con
stitutional, or ever enforced, but
rather that it will be measured by

is

to do something about it. What you
do is you make speech and you say
"There, I'm not going to punish
you." Collectively as a society we're

people. pretty conservative people.

of the ordinance or this movement
will not be measured by the extent to
which these ordinances are ever

society It

and you feel challenged and the need

BOLLINGER:

unacceptable." It's possible, and I
think that it may be that the success

think of the First Amendment as a
sort of sacred principle of the

Very much the same thing happens
says
with
speech.
Someone
something and you think it's wrong,

statute

will not approve of.
The in
spiration behind this ordinance is
largely some way of getting people
in government to say, "This stuff is

this way is not an appropriate form
of behavior.
BOLLINGER: In a way, you can

show that you're not going to allow
this to happen, you feel threatened.

stuff,

on us, involve some slippage bet

ween what we can imagine we'd like
to have happen and what will in fact
happen. In that environment, if we

are talking about distinctions that

cannot be appreciated, for reasons
of lack of legal sophistication or
whatever, by jurors. police officers,
and so on, then there's likely to be
some slippage. To what extent are

we are concerned with the gover

nment having powers to regulate,
but I think there are other reasons
be.hind the free speech principle that
would apply eveo if the government

was not protecting itself.
RG: Are you saying there are im
pulses to silence the speaker?

BOLLL'IGER : Not just silence, but to
really punish the person severely. I

there people out there that may have

think just to take an example, when

what extent will there be room in the

trolling the violence towards
Iranians. That's a very common

different p<>litical agendas? If they
have different political agendas, to
terms we now use for purpose A for
someone else to use the same terms
for their own purpose B?

And it

Iran took the American hostages
there was a real problem of con

When
someone
does
thing.
something to you you feel the need to

they reacted negatively or

with revulsion, in some form, or with
disinterest. That they acted in such a

way that "they were not negatively

influenced by it. And maybe there is

a step towards that, that might in
volve having to tolerate it. l'm in
clined to think that in may areas,
that works; in many areas, it doesn't
work. We are, at this point, into
issues that are not technically legal

but

the

broad

psychological

questions of what happens when

somebody IS confronted with an

image of a certain variety. It seems
to me that lhis ordinance, although

plainly unconstitutionaL.. under
current docttine, is also asking or
forcing I.L'i to ask tbe right questions

� Amendment Comports with Porn Ban
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tack�r ap�ared to be acting out a porn script.
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Pornography dep1cts
the s�xual s�bordmat10n
women, frequ�ntly through v1olent 1mages such as
bondage, mutilation and rape. The seven billion
�ollar P?rno.grap�y industry promotes these images
_
m a SOCiety m wh1ch there are 50,�
reported rapes
every year and perhaps seve:al tu� es that many
. .
of
unreported raPE;S- a soc1ety 1 ? whJch m1lhons
women �re �hys1cally bw tered m other ways and all
women hve � fear �f VIOlence.
D�es l�e v1oJent 1m�gery of pornography pia� a
role m th!s?. Images g1ve.content to our w�r�d v1ew
and m ?hvate o.u� pursUits. T�e . adve_r�lsmg in·
�ustry mvests billions. of dollars m 1ts �b1 �ty to sell
1mages and to ass?Ctate
products. w1t� 1mages.
v1olent sub�orn�graphy ass.o�1at� w�men w1th
)ugalton �nd gl�rt��es th1s-1t. tell� men.that women
secretly wan� 1�. In a soc1ety 10 wh1ch so �any
.
wo�en are v1ct.1ms of v1ole
�ce-where a smgle
rap1st can terror1�e a co� mumty-can we afford to
a�sume that the .v10lent 1magery of pornogr�phy :s
Sl � ply shelv�� m a compart�ent of the Viewer s
mmd .la �eled for f�n�sy only ?
While 1t may be diff�cult for empirical research to
demonstrate c�nclus1vely . that pornograph� can
.
cause or contribute t� v1olent behav1or,
1t has
.
pr?duced Important
evidence. Neil Malamuth, co�
ed1tor of Pornography and Sexual Ag
writes that ''recent studies have founl��:� ��posure to violent pornography makes some men
more tolerant of violence against women and
causes. .them to have more callous attitudes toward
tht'm .
The March 18 issue of Newsweek describes other
research. It reports: "Virginia Commonwealth
University sociologist Diana Scully says that after
interviewing 114 Convicted rapists she concluded
that the scenes depicted in violent porn are repeated
in rapists' accounts of their crimes. Last year
California researchers Mimi H. Silbert and Ayala
M Pines, in a study of 200 prostitutes, found 193
cases of rape; in roughly one quarter the male at-

. 'I
seen 1t all m the movies,' one told his victim. 'You
love being beaten . . . You know you love it ' tell me
you Jove it.' "
Pornography's message goes beyond violence. It
sells, in the language of cuJtural feminism, a construct of womenbood. The construct includes the
libelous message to women that they are sexual objects to be consumed and dominated by men. This
message devalues women in their own eyes. The
construct occupies the hearts and minds of fathers,
lovers and husbands, jurors, judges. bosses and
friends who affect women's every move. The construct hurts men as well as women. Men find
satisfying relationships elusive as they seek an
image-a distorted. shallow, mythical woman.
Pornography depicts male sexuality too; in portraying women as sexual objects, pornography
carries an implicit message about the subjects who
desire women bound and bruised.
Finally, pornography is a frightening and everpresent reminder. It confronts women with images
of themsei\LCS in pain and helpless. "This is what
happens to women- this is what women are
for-wouJd you like to read about it?" It leaves
women alienated, terrified, by the society in which
they must live.

·

III. THE ANTIPORN ORDINANCE

·

·

The antiporn ordinance declares that por·
nography is a civil rights violation and creates a
cause of action against traffickers in pornography.
This attack on pornography has been criticized by
many. Its most legitimate opposition argues that
whatever the harms of pornography, the solution
should not be legislatively decreed silence. Those
who oppose pornography should work for the
evolution of social attitudes toward women in a
manner more consistent with this society's First
Amendment traditions.
While this view has an obvious appeal, it must be
placed in the proper perspective. It is true that the

feminist argument for the ordinance is a radical
one: it sees a world of sexual inequality and
demands fundamental change. But the means
chosen-recognizing pornography as a civil rights
violation-does not abandon the First Amendment
as we know it. The fact is that this society extensively regulates speech to achieve goals that it considers compelling. By making defamation a tort,
we permit individuals to sue when they are publicly
injured by false speech. We prohibit "obscene"
material as well as the distribution of pornographic
pictures of children. The most powerful form of
speech-spe.ech over ''public airways"-is
regulated by licensing and programming
requirements. Limitations on political speech in the
form of campaign contributions have been upheld.
"Commercial" speech is restricted. in some cases
because it is deceptive, in others because its content
is harmful (e.g., cigarette advertising). In short,
when we want to regulate speech, when we think we
really need to, we do.
Before getting too carried away with the importance of pornography to a free society, one shouJd
also recognize that speech can destroy-as well a
protect-liberty. Pornography teaches that women
are to be subjugated-that this is their role; that
their conformity to this role is their worth. It
ration'alizes sexual subordination and violence.
When speech perpetuates class oppression it s
i
inimical to the values embodied in the Fourteenth
Amendment.
Why, lhen, might one oppose this ordinance?
Some argue that pornography is a form of human
expression and we ought not judge its worthiness.
But all speech is human expression, and this society
does view some expression as having so little value,
and so great a cost, that it is impermissible. So we
might conclude about the imagery of pornography.
Concern is also voiced that the antiporn ordinance
will chill all discussion of female sexuality-even
Srr 1\DF.I.Mi\N-PIF.RSOI'. Page Thret'
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women generally consent to sex." CShe is also skepMacKinnon is the relationship between sexuality
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protested a recent Balthtis exhibition at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art.
Another difierence from current obscenity
statutes is that the Indianopolis ordinance does not
exempt possession of pornography in one's home. If
one shows a pornographic videocassette to a few
friends in one's living room, one is just as subject to
the ordinance as is the owner of an aauJt theatre. "I
do not distinguish public from private," writes
MacKinnon. As 1'11 detaiJ below, MacKinnon
believes pornography bas enormous power to shape
male attitudes; the effort to eradicate it, then, cannot be stopped by bourgeois concepts like "privacy"
or "private property."
n. CULTURAL FEMINISM'S
VIEW OF SEXUALITY

If the ordinance did become law, courts who
sought to interpret the ordinance wouJd of course
look to the intent of the drafters to see, among other
things, exactly what substantive evil the drafters
aimed to eliminate. Thus, although the decision
about the ordinance should mainly rest on the words
within the four corners of the ordinance, a look at
Dworkin's and MacKinnon's theories about por
nography and the sexual subjugation of women is
usefuJ.
And even if there were no ordinance to consider,
feminists still shouJd examine these theories, to
consider their merits and their role in the feminist
political agenda . What follows then relates partly to
the interpretation of the ordinance, but even more
to possible paths for feminism, as articulated in
various theories of sexual politics.
One of the intellectual leaders of modern
American feminism, Andrea Dworkin often em
phasizes how male societies define women solely by
their sexual organs-as child-bearers or as sexual
objects. In works such as Feminism. Marxism,
Method. and the State, Catharine MacKinnon has
established herself as an important voice both in
radical feminism and in critical legal studies.
One of the major themes of both Dworkin and

�

and female subordination. Their views about sex
and subordination, which are echoed by groups such
as �ome� Against .Pornography, and Women
Women, have been dubAga1nst VJOience Agamst
bed "cultural feminism." CMy use of the words
"cultural feminism" in lhe rest of this editorial
refers only to Dworkin, MacKinnon, and groups like
W.A.P. Many people use "cultural feminism" to
signify any feminist theory which looks at lhe effect
of socialization on sex differences; I am not using
the phrase in this broad sense.>
As radicals, Dworkin and MacKinnon made im·
portant contributions to feminism. What is
troubling about the Dworkin-MacKinnon approach
is not their original insights, but their exaggeration
of thos� insights into a paranoid and ridiculous
world v1ew.
MEN AS RAPISTS
Dworkin and MacKinnon repeatedly raise the
issue of how consensual heterosexual sex really is.
subjecThis is a valuable contribution; women
ted to economic coercion or implicit physical
threats may formally consent to intercourse, but
.may in fact be the victims of a suble sort of rape.
Unfortunately, Dworkin and MacKinnon take
their important initial insight and exaggerate it
wildly. To Dworkin and MacKinnon, almost all
heterosexual intercourse is rape. Dworkin approvingly quotes one woman's rule that "Rape
exists anytime sexual intercourse occurs when it
has not been initiated by the women . . . " According
to Dworkin, heterosexual sex play is only acceptable if "the hidden symbol of terror: the penis" is
not erect.
MacKinnon argues that better enforcement of
rape laws would do litlle to empower women,
because it would result only "in jailing men who do
little different from what nondeviant men do
regulal'iy," for under current "conditions of male
dominance," it is "difficult to distinguish'' rape
from heterosexual sex. "When heterosexuality is
compulsory," she questions "the assumption that
'

.

.

tical about "the assumption that we consent to this
government.")
To Dworkin and MacKinnon, intercourse by its
nature involves unacceptable power relations.
Catharine MacKinnon, in a sentence that Dworkin
says "every woman should risk her life to understand," put it this· way: "Man fucks woman; subject, verb, object." Explains Dworkin: "men have
the power of sex . . . 'The sex act means penile in·
tromission followed by penile thrusting, or fucking.
. . . Fucking requires that the male act on one wbo bas
less power. . .
BLAME MALES FIRST
The Dworkin-MacKinnon hostility to sexual intercourse is only one aspect of a broader dislike for
men. MacKinnon, the more moderate of the two,
wonders whether: "CM>ale sexual dominance, a
social construct, may be centrally involved in the
nuclear arms race, imperialism, colonization
psychoanalysis, class exploitation, political torture,
fascism, and racism . . . " At least she doesn't blame
men for communism. <This isn't surprising. since
she emphasizes that she "does tot de,,.tue socialist
revolutions' accomplishments.··>
Dworkin, on the other hand. goes considerably
further. According to Dwokin, "Men bate intelligence in women." In Dworkin's view, men are
out to kill women, because "men love death. . . men
especially love murder." She writes: "Men have
one reason for keeping women alive: to bear
babies. "
And soon that "one reason" may protect far fewer
women. "CI)mperial Amerika," warns Dworkin, is
"in the forefront of developing a postindustrial,
post-Nazi social policy based on the expendibility of
any group in which women predominate and are not
valued for reproduction." After "The Coming
Gynocide, · "Dworkin predicts "Amerika" will use
genetic engineering to produce only three types of
women: "domestics, sex prostitutes, and reproducSee KOPEL. Page Three
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Prof Discusses Un ited Sta tes ofEurope
from page onr

Professor Hartley

was

inter

viewed for the R.G. by Monica
Broderick and Katherine Jones.
RG:

What was it like to attend law

school in South Africa?

I went to law school at the
University of £ape Town, which is
quite a beautiful place. I'm nol sure
that it's such a marvelous law
T.H.:

school, but you've got a marvelous
view right out across the surroun·
ding countryside and the weather
there is nice. We spent a lot of our
lime sitting on the hill there looking
out, talking endlessly.
Did you grow up near Cape
RG:
Town ?

T.H.: Yes. I was born in Johan
nesburg, and my family moved to
Cape Town when I was eight.

In law school did you talk

R.G.:

aoout things like apartheid?

T.H.: Not so much directly in class,

although it did come up. But the
students were very much conscious
of it. It was very much an issue, and

the whole place was quite political in
In South
a liberal kind of way.
Africa, the universities have kind of

split. The English-speaking ones
tend to be liberal and anti-gover
nment and the Afrikaans-speaking
ones are the other way around.
There were quite a few black students
on the campus and the government
was trying to stop that by passing
legislation to limit it. I don't think
that they ever entirely stopped it,
but they interfered. The university
itselfofficiaUy protested about that
They even had a march down the
main street led by the chancellor
(who

is

equivalent

the

--

of

the

TY-Personal property which was

removed from lockers in September
will be placed on the table in front of
Room 100 on Thursday, March 28,

1985, to be claimed by anyone who
wants it. Students whose locks were
cut off and wish to claim their
properly should see Mickey Slayton,
307 Hutchins Hall, before that date.
LOST & FOUND-The Lost & Found
in 300 HH is t>verflowing. If you have

lost anything during lhe last 20
years, please check the Lost & Found
cupboard.
GRADUATING
19115
MAY
There is an important
letter in your mail folder in the
basement concerning graduation.

SENIORS:

Please check your mail folder im

mediately!

SENIOH JUDGES NEEDED Cor in
to

American

Law.

During the fall term, foreign
graduate law students enroll in a

course designed to expose them to
U.S. legal research and writing

techniques. The graduate students
have completed their legal training

in foreign countries with civil law
systems, and most are legal prac

titioners in their own countries. If
you are interested in applying for a

I

gowns.

R.G.: This was in the GO's?

Yes, the early 60's. The law
were protesting against
they
provided that the universities could
not admit black student without

T.H.:

government permission. The idea
was that the government wouldn't
give them permission if there wa� a
The
black university available,
university's protest was primarily
based on the argument that this law
was an infringement of academic

in
an
than
rather
freedom
fringement of the students' rights.
That's a subtle difference but ob
viously significant
R.G.:

Did they take that mode or

argument rather than sayin.l! that
this was a n infringemen t or studen

ts' rights just because at that time i t

wasn't a s popular t o b e against
apartheid?

T.H.: Maybe in part. The university
wasn't against black students, but I
think they thought that the protest
would get a wider spectrum of sup
port if they took that position
because everybody who was liberal

in general terms would support
them plus some others who weren't
so sure about the apartheid issue but

senior judge position for lhis
course in the 1985 fall term, please
one·U'TIII

submit your application to Veronica

Kirk in :H3 HH, by March 22. 1985.
Applications may be obtained from
the 3rd floor Receptionist in Hut
chins Hall.

would even see a Mercedes. When I
was a student if a black man ever
drove a car it was a really beat-up
car. So there obviously are a small
minority of Blacks, Coloreds and Indians who are middle class and
doing quite well.

R.G.:

ces?

would be far more cost effective.
From what l understan d , the

R.G.:

disadvantages for countries like
Britain and Germany is that they

are

the

or

most

They would have

the most to lose whereas a country

that is poorer has everythin g to gain

from integration. ·
T.H.: That depends upon the way
the whole thing is financed. At the

...

moment, the British complain a lot
about financing because the way it
happens to be financed is not very
favorable to Britain, for various
compicated
reasons. Il is parlly
l

because the EEC spends a great
deal on agriculture. That is one area

a United States or Europe?

T.H.: It may, yes.

i fairly efficient.
in which Britain s
There are a lot of subsidies for
marginal farms and the British
don't get very many of those. So
they lose out on the spending while
they contribute quite a bit to revenue
raising.

R.G.: Do you advocate tbat?
T.H.:

shouldering

economic costs.

Do you think that it will ever

Yes, I do, because I think it

Ob
would be good for Europe.
viously everybody will have to make

THE BARRISTERS WRITING ..
COMPETITION

nment ln the 60's in South Africa and

Do you

stead of all those different armies, it

come to the point where there wm be

the differences beth'een the gover:

think that there are real differen-

have benefits as a political merger.
If you had one European army in

includes people of mixed race. The
houses weren't mansions but they
were nice houses and outside you'd
see quite a nice car. Sometimes you

Can.you comment briefly on

the government of today?

want to. I think it would not only im
prove the economy but would also

people live in very nice houses which
wouldn't be too bad by American
standards. "Colored" in South Africa

ce of the university.
R.G.:

sacrifices. Every country has got to
give up something and many coun
tries including Britain really don't

I think there are some dif
T.H.:
ferences. When I went back a few
years ago the thing that struck me
first of all was that there was a black
middle class which didn't exist
before.· I also noticed that there are
areas where black and colored

were prepared to support the
academic freedom ana independen

Each year the BarriSters Society publishes the Raw Review, a
humor magazine that pulls no punches in its efforts to offend ad
ministrators, professors, students, and Tom Coerdt. This year will
be no different, and you are in a position to make a major con

Notices

ABANDONED LOCKER PROPER

trodu<·tion

president) and other university of
ficials all wearing their academic

tribution to an important publication by writing a humorous piece.
A t the same time, you help yourself by increasing your chances of

-

being asked to become a member of this esteemed Society. Do not

ORIE NTATION

LEADERS

NEEDED for graduate law studen

ts-Students interested in becoming
orientation leaders in .the fall for
graduate law students (many of
whom are from abroad) may pick up
an application from Barbara Roble
in 313 Hutchins Hall. Applications
should be returned to Barbara Roble
Interested
by APRIL, 4, 1985.

confuse this writing competition with the shoddy imitations such as
the one sponsored by the Michigan Law Review and the Journal of
Law Reform. Compare us to them and decide for yourself.

Eligibility

BARRISTERS

REVlEW/JOURNAL

All in" srudcnrs

rir\I•)'Cars Only .

students should come to a meeting in
Virginia Gordan's office (308 HH> on

THURSDA Y, APRIL 9 at 3:30. Selec
ted lenders will be expected to
return to Ann Arbor byAugust 25.
JUDICIAL

C L E R K S H I PS-The

Judicial Conference met and
removed all deadlines from the ap

plication process for judicial
clerkships. So-you may begin the
process when you wish. Please be
sure to get in touch with the faculty
members you wish to use as
references. and provide them with a

list of the judges cwith addresses) to
whom you want letters sent.
It
would be helpful if you would submit
a copy of your list with the names of

Odds for the
Writing Competilion
Topics

clude letters from graduates who,
have clerked in past years, the
NALP Judicial Questionnaire Books
( this years' copies have not
arrived>,

the

Almanac

of

the

Federal Judiciary, and the commen
ts from the American Law er.

some years,

tll'

670/,

Review- r o o;,

of

10

aurhors asked

join.

Journal- '' ho cures?

;Ill
join.

Unlimircd- any humorou'

Sol1lc swpid circuit spli1 in

piece. (Prefer 1·3 page�).

volving ,\IaI utory

inlcr

pret:uion (pref. 20 pagc�).
.

Format of Entries

Paper' �hould he sryled in
rhe form of a humorou'
feaaurl.'. not in rhe form of a
joke

Questio,ns

Reprc\Cnlalivcs

or

lhC

Barri"crs arc ll'"llilablc for

conwl1a1 ton
Pun

The)

found
'ar iOU\

A ffirmative Action

Papers sho'uld be s1ylcd in

1hc form of n I a" Rcvic"

('tiC. nm in lhl' form of a

memo.
;\uach 'cparatcl)

Footnotes

the faculty members who have
agreed to serve as references to

Professor Whitman.
Materials to help you selectjudges
are available in Room 200. They in

In

sur hor� have been asked 10

ar

mn)

-;Jumped

Fraser'\
also he
01cr

Rcprc,enrariv.:� or Rl'Vil'"
and Journal will aru:nd lir
'1·\'Car class mcering\ in the
m�ar rutttrc.

in

allev�.

procedure� arc race-blind.
\C, ·blind. and hlind drunk.

ror Blad�.
On c nr al, ,
Amcricam,

HiSJl31liC\.
'ari'c
hl.imos,

or

Stc• Fullilo\C: '.
�hnmid

A leu!\

Dlllf1ll\f: lprll J. a/ .1 J.: I' 11 J>ut �111>11'1<\tnn.l "' /)ult' A.opt•l"< �lldu/lt''• or
culllun 01 lf>.f.l/913 •nth quesfiOII.\ or UIIS>�C'n.

Senate Office Allocation Becomes Tentative
By Steve Hunter
The law school student senate, once
again battling anemic attendance, con
vened Monday night only to Jearn that
their office allocation is on a tentative
but optimistic basis.
Senate President Jim Lancaster and
Vice President Russell Smith brought
up a letter they had received from Dean
Sue Eklund, which stated that though
the administration believes the space
allocation will remain the same,
"changes may still occur; probably no
later than July." The Jetter then in
structed the senate to make their
···assignments on a tentative but op
timistic basis."
Senate Secretary Eric Hard, upon
hearing the letter read, quipped "you
can tentatively but optimistically move
your furniture into the room." Other
senators also seemed displeased with
the letter.
In the area of old business, the senate
discussed the public interest law con- .

terence of last weekend. Senator Hard
commented that the pizza at the con
ference was excellent, to which Lan
caster responded., "We didn't pay for
that did we? For the record." For the
record the senate did not pay for the
reception pizza.
Another issue discussed by the senate
was whether or not to send a senator, or
several senators to the Butch Carpenter
Dinner-Dance.
The senate debated
whether or not paying for the tickets of
senators is a proper use of senate funds.
Senator Reggie Turner voiced the
opinion that the senate should be
represented, and as a compromise
made a motion that the senate sponsor
one senator, and strongly encourage all
other senators interested in the dinner
to attend. Lancaster voiced the opinion
that be felt it was a misuse of senate
funds. "I don't think its appropriate
that we do this," be said.
Under normal conditions, Lancaster,
as president, would not get a vote on
�

this issue.
However, the senate
reached a three to three tie, with one
abstention, and Lancaster cast the
deciding vote, defeating the motion.
Turner, who seemed disappointed that
his motion fajled, questioned senators
about why they voted against the
motion and posed the question ·•so we
have no representation at all?"
The senate also discussed the fact
that few people are running for senate
offices. So far, Russell Smith s
i running
for President, Reggie Turner s
i running
for Vice President, Lynn Placke is run
ning for Treasurer and Eric Hard s
i
running for Secretary. The offices of
two third year reps as well as one Board
of Governors seat are completely open.
Another open position is that of
senate clerk. The old clerk is resigning
in order to become Editor-in-Chief of
the Journal of Law Reform. In addition
to having great people to work with, the
senate said that it is a work study
position.

THE BARRISTERS SOCIETY PRESENTS THE 38TH ANNUAL

CREASE BALL

with Domino

Saturday, the thirtieth of March at Webers Inn - Ann Arbor
Admission twenty-seven dollars per couple
Tickets available Monday, the eighteenth of March in front of Room 100
Transportation will be available

The final motion of the night came
when Smith suggested the senate make
the Loan Forgiveness Task Force a
senate sub-committee and waive the
usual application process. The motion
passed unanimously.
Senator Doug Monds discussed an of
fer made by the Word Silkscreen com
pany to sell the senate some clothing
that said Michigan Law School. Vice
President Smith recounted how the
senate had done business with the com
pany in the past and they had been less
than satisfactory. Senator Knute Rife
also expressed vigorous opposition to
having anything more to do with Word
Silkscreen.
As a final note senator Turner
thanked the senate for its support in the
food drive, commenting that the results
had improved since his last report.
In addition to the senators mentioned,
Doris Wilson and Lynn Placke attended
the meeting. The meeting had eight
senators attending out of a possible 14.

·contest Field NarrQws , NCAA Advances
Bv Tnm �"Ianigan

Karo selected an amazing 29 of 32 winners in the first round of the NCAA
basketball tournament to lead the RG
basketball contest. He was unavailable
for comment about his method of selection at press time, wisely avoiding the
glare of publicity that quickly follows
success in the RG's contest. It apP.ears
Karo will be a strong contender as the
tournament progresses.
At the other end of the bench,

Tony's prediction that Duke would win
it all.

bigger upsets of the first round.
Capsule Comments:

recipients of the Rodney Dangerfield

And you thought everyone in law
school was a nerd. First year Martin

Award inc.lude first year Scott Long,
third year Kent Matsumoto, and LLM
student Keiichi Fujiwara, all selecting
only 19 out of 32 winners. It should be

-Some entrants obviously selected with
their hearts and not with their heads,
picking their alma maters to go all the
way. Third year Kevin Twining and
second year Elizabeth Johnson went

-No one selected Farleigh Dickinson
over Michigan.

noted that a blind selection would yield
16 winners. Let's all hope finals go better for these three avid fans.
Also deserving recognition for their
patriotism are first year Tim McClain
second year Larry Knopf, and third
year Ray Rundelli. These three are the
only entrants out of 216 people who
picked Nav
y over LSU in one of the

-The most famous entrant, Muddy
Waters, former head football coach a t

with those Spartans from East Lansing,
while John Zavitsanos took a real dark

Michigan State University.
-Self proclaimed Tony "The Greek "
Powell selected only 20 first round winners.
We c,ontacted Jimmy "The
Greek" Snyder, who disagreed with
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Tax Help
At Union
the Bar Exam
Professionals
Since 1955

Taxes.

PLACE

So if the thought of doing your own
tax return is traumatic, or if you just
want free help and advice, make the
trek and follow the signs. Remember to
take your W-2s and bank interest forms.
(1099's for those who know.) IJ you do
not have your income tax forms, do not
worry; you will find them, along with
helpful and knowledgeable students, in

1 2 :30P.M.
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By Bob Hafner

and IRS agents ecstatic as they
gleefully garner greenbacks for being
able to weud their way through the
morass of code, regulations, cases, and
such. Luckily for those of you who have
not had tax, and even for those who
have and successfully repressed aII
memories of it after the final. there is
help to be had on your taxes.

__
__
__
__

9 : 0 0 A .M.

·

That word that send chills
down people's spines. That word that
gives Ronnie fits.
That word that
makes tons of lawyers, accountants,
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TIME

Don 't Be
'Kahn 'ed :

Mr. Nord will be here to conduct an
information table:
DATE

horse, Loyola. as the ultimate champs.
-Special thanks to Caroline Hickerson
and her husband Dave, Allison Adkins,
and Laura Kelsey Rhodes for their help
in tallying thefirst-round results .

__
__
__
__
__

the office you wiiJ find.
Jeff

--:;�
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ATTENTION FRESHMEN-SENIORS PICK UP
YOUR FREE OUTLINE OF EVIDENCE
Nord Bar Review Courses are available for;
AJabama
Illinois

Arizona
Kentucky

Michigan
Pennsylvania

California

Florida

Maryland

Nevada

Tennessee

an

MBA

student,

rRS teaches what they need to know,
through
community
acling
organization. In this case, it is through
Project Community, a division of UM
which sponsors activities for the public.
There are 60-70 students giving free tax

.

help, at least two of which are fellow
law students.
Doug Graham, supervisor this year
and UM law student next year. said that

Georgia

this program has been going on for
about ten years. "Last year we did
about 1,000 returns, and we expect to do

fv\assachusetts

New Jersey

Silver,

described this "service as part of a
nationwide program of the IRS.'' The·

Ohio

about 3,000 this year,'' Graham said.
''This service is for poor people and
students." And a person can even have

General and Multistate Courses

the return reviewed by a local CPA

tv\uJtistate Professional Responsibility Course

firm at no cost.
Volunteers wiU be manning the office
righ_t up until ApriJ 15. The o[fice is
open 11-7 on Mondays and Tuesdays,
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and 11-5 on Wednesdays, Thursdays,
and Fridays. So those of you whowant
or need help should grab your papers
and run across the street. There are
only 26 days left on the countdown.

Show Offers Art ·Smorgasbord
By Jim Komie

Among contemporary museumgoers, painting of the nineteenth century is the most popular and famiJiar.
That's why I'm sure most readers
would enjoy the exhibition now mounted at the University of Michigan
Museum of Art in the Margaret Watson
Parker GaJJery.
Drawn from the museum's own
collection (with a few contributions
from the Detroit Institute of the Arts)
the showing is a potpourri of nineteen-

th-century painting. When one thinks of
this period, French art springs most to

mind, especially Impressionism. That
movement is well represented here by
Monet and Pissaro, but it does not
dominate the showing.
That's
what
is
most
interesting-seeing the wide range of
work, both in terms of style and

French art from
national origin.
�rlier in the century appears in the
academic orientalism of Constant and
in a small painting by Delacroix,
foremost among the Romantics.
Other familiar movements and styles

are represented.
A large work by
Whistler owned by the museum is given
prominent display at the west end of the
gaJiery, directly across the room from
the Monet canvas.

Right next to the

Whistler is a very smaJ1 landscape by
Church. And from England, we find
"The Talking Oak" by Egley, a rather

silly painting in the PreRaphaelite
manner.

But best of all are the paintings from
countries one generally does not

associate with nineteenth-century art.
Representing Sweden is Anders Zorn
and his imposing portrait of 'Mrs.
Cameron.' pone in 1900, the colors and

Crossword

·

patterns of the work are very much like
Matisse, only Zorn paints more
realisticaJly. The canvas makes an interesting counterpoint to the Gainsborough portrait in the other gallery.

But the most fascinating painting of
all comes from Italy-'A Visit to the
Gallery' by Gilardi. I've never seen an
Italian painting of this period. One has
to wonder why, with their tremendous
heritage, Italian painters did not leave
an imprint on the art of the nineteenth
century.
It seems Gilardi could have done so.
Done in a manner so realistic as so
seem like a photograph, "A Visit to the
Gallery" enchants with its Venetian

colors and marvelous detc
ul. Gilardi
creates a great sense of spatial depth
without relying on shadows-the pain
ting is awash in bright light.

Still more interesting is the scene the
work depicts. We nnd four ladies of
quality in an ornate gallery room,
staring up at a marble nude done in the

classic manner. Their responses-rap
and
indifCerence
ture,
em
barrassment-are all wonderful, but
best of all is tbe expression of the statue
as reflected in a mirror.
The only
blurred part of the painting, Gilardi.
makes a wry comment of the
degreda tion of art to the rank of a polite
diversion. especialJy ironic because his
painting surely would have been
popular with just such patrons.

Loc9ted on the corner of State Street
and S. University, the University of
Michigan Museum of Art is open
Tuesday · Friday. lo-4. and Saturday Sunday, 1-5.

By Joseph Mazzarese

DOWN

ACROSS
1. alcoholic beverage
4. fit together
8. additional

1. a facialcover C2 words)
2. jeweler� device
3. reason to reverse

10. painters or sculptors
14. atmosphere

15. one with legal title to property n
i trust
16. baseball or badmitton
18. reasonable

19. corn unit
21. after rap or gondol (suffix)
22. large mammals
26. built-up
29. prevaricate
30. skin disease
34. cheese
36. servant

4. floor cover
5. drop the oall
6. man's name, in short

7. derisive sound
9. breadwinner
11. soil

12. doctine
13. fortune tellers
17.· before phone or type (prefix)

20. rent
23. hard seed

37. echo

24. tends garden soil
25. moose weapon
26". aware

44. wwn Japanese codeword

28. end
31. accepts
32. occurence

41. struggles to survive
42. high crime
43. lease

45. streets (abbreviation)

27. apple drink

33.
35.
38.
39.

relaxes
trench filled with water
military entertainment group
negative conjunction

40. genetic molecules

Law in the. Raw
Do Not Pass Go
-

Grand
Rapids
officials sent letters of
congratulations to more than 500 unsuspecting souls,
telling them that "New Dimensions Promotions"
wanted to showcase a •·new and exciting product."
The letter lured its readers with groups of prizes,
including a 1985 Lincoln TO\\-'TlCar or Cadillac

Seville, cash prizes and all-expense·paid trips.
The letter also directed the person to call a local
telephone number to confirm receipt of the letter
and be mailed a personal invitation.

More than 100 made the phone call, requesting the

invitation, and were then told when and where to

appear for the special showing. All the correspon
dence was carried out on slick, professional-looking
stationary bearing the "New Dimensions" return

address; a post office box number. "It was a class

opera tion/' said Police Chief William Hegarty.

"The new and exciting product was the arrest

warrant, and the prize was an escorted, all·expense

paid trip to the jail."

Compiled by Dana Deane and Nora Kelly

You set>.the letters ,·ere sent to people wanted on
outstanding \\arram:o The invitations, which police

prepared, were issued so that five people would
show up every 15 minutes. The "showing" took
place at the Exhibitor's Plaza building. Parked
outside the building were the "prize cars,·· and once

inside, those invited encountered escorts. were
treate to hors d' oeuvres and asked to complete a
"New Dimensions" welcome questionnaire. The

questionnaire asked for the person's name and per·

sonal informalion, including estimated annual in
come, a factor thal moments later would be used to
help assess an appropriate bond. From the recep

tion area, they wer-e then led inloa second room and
arrested.
Officers then escorted them to their
arraignments.
"One officer was telling people they hadn't won
the car, but they won a trip," District Judge Carol

Irons said with a laugh. "The trip was to the Hall of
Justice."

Explaining that those arrested were only picked

up for something they'd alread)"o allegedly
done- and not enticed or entrapped into doing

somethjng illegal at the arrest site- Sawyer sajd, " I
think (the) police should be commended for using a
little ingenuity."
Ann Arbor News February 26,
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It's Going To Be a Dull
Summer ! -

. . .Does that current standard business look to be

desired for men - yellow tie with small red designs,

a pale blue shirt and slate-grey suit - always go
with matching dull, predictable personalities? (Oh,
L hope not!) Haven't John Molloy's column and in

fluence shrunk to nothing?

Bob Talbert, Detroit Free Press. 10/22/84

